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Abstract 
For p # 3,7, p > 1, link homotopy classes of link maps Szp U Szp + S’p+’ are classified 
using the o-invariant. It is shown that any such link map is link homotopic to an embedded link. 
These results are obtained through a study of the homotopy type of the complement of the image 
of a map from one sphere to another. 
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0. Introduction and statement of results 
There has been quite a bit of progress during the last 10 years in the study of link 
homotopy. Habegger and Lin [3] have an algorithm for classifying classical links up 
to homotopy. Massey and Rolfsen [lo] initiated the study of link homotopy in higher 
dimensions. The work of Koschorke [8] has produced an exact sequence which classifies 
link maps up to homotopy, when all but one component are in the “metastable” range. 
For p, q, m positive integers, let LA4zq denote the set of homotopy classes of 2- 
component link maps Sp LI Sq + 5’“. (A link map is a continuous map for which the 
spheres SP and 5’4 have disjoint images. A (link) homotopy is a continuous l-parameter 
family of link maps.) The most basic link invariant was described in a paper by Kervaire 
[7]. This was called the a-invariant in [lo] (see also [9], [6] in case either p 3 m - 1 or 
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q 3 m- 1). Let f: SPLJS~ + R? be a link map. Then (r(f) E 7rz+9+,_-7,L is represented 
by ‘pf : Sp x Sq + S”-’ given by 
f(2;) - f(Y) 
(Pf(“, y, = IIf - f(y)11 . 
(In case p < m - 2 and q < m - 2, note that the Barrat-Puppe sequence implies that 
[SP x S”, SnL-l] = 7rp+&F’ ). More generally, one applies the Hopf construction to 
pf.) This construction gives a well defined map LMEq + $+Cl+,_-7,L (see [6]). 
The sequence [S, Theorem 3.11 due to Koschorke computes LMFq provided 
(i)q+l<zm and (ii) p + 3q 6 3m - 6. 
Note that if we assume p, y > 1, these two conditions imply that m - q 3 3. On the other 
hand, we need not have m - p > 3. Indeed, Koschorke allows p > m. However, if we 
insist that m - p 3 3, then (ii) automatically holds in the presence of (i). The condition 
(i) is a metastable range condition which is used when trying to understand the structure 
of the map of the q-sphere to its image and how this changes under a link homotopy. 
This analysis is at the heart of the Koschorke exact sequence. 
While related to Koschorke’s work, our techniques differ substantially from those of 
Koschorke. The new ingredient introduced in this paper is the beginning of a study of 
the homotopy type of the complement of the image of a map SP + 5’“. 
We will study the link homotopy sets in the borderline case where (i) fails to hold. 
The lowest dimensional case in codimension greater than or equal to 3 is for p = q = 4 
and m = 7. Our analysis of this case has led us to the following. 
Theorem A. Let p # 3,7, p > 1. Then 
LM’P+’ a 
2ps2p + r; 
is a bijection. 
Remark. Theorem A remains true for p = 3,7 (making use of the /?-invariant of 191). 
A proof will be given in a subsequent paper. 
Remark. Except for the case p = 2 of the above theorem, the condition (ii) of Koschorke 
is satisfied. This is the condition for exactness of the generalized EHP sequence, which 
studies the suspension homomorphism in homotopy theory, and which Koschorke exploits 
to study LMPJq_ See Lemma 1.1 for results related to the EHP sequence. 
Remark. It is shown in [ 1 l] that cr : LMzq + T;+~+,_~ is an isomorphism for p, q < 
m - 3 and p + 2q 6 2m - 4. Moreover, it follows from the Koschorke exact sequence and 
[8, Proposition 1.141 that N is an isomorphism provided (i), (ii) and 2p + 2q < 3m - 5 
hold. Note that in our paper we have this last condition and (ii) but not (i). 
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Theorem A is proven by investigating the mapping properties of both spheres. This 
investigation yields the following embedding result: 
Theorem B. Suppose p # 3,7, p > 1. Then every link map f : S2P u S2” + RIP+’ is 
homotopic to an embedded link. 
In [4], Haefliger gave an exact sequence classifying links up to isotopy in codimension 
greater than or equal to 3. Making use of this exact sequence, Massey and Rolfsen [lo] 
showed that in the range 2p + 2q < 3m - 6, the a-invariant is injective on the subset 
of LA!q$ consisting of those homotopy classes of link maps which contain embedded 
links. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we give a proof of Theorem A, 
assuming Theorem B and the result of Massey and Rolfsen cited above. In Section 2 
we determine the homotopy type up to dimension 2e of the complement of a generic 
map of a codimension (e + 1)-sphere. We find that the 2[-cells (Alexander-duals of the 
double point data) are attached to the small linking e-sphere via the Whitehead product. 
(This follows from local analysis around the double point set, since the meridians of 
the two branches are the factors of a torus.) This is used in section 3 to show that the 
second component may be homotoped into (a map to) a meridian of the first, from which 
Theorem B is then easily deduced. 
The authors wish to thank the referee for a critical review which led to a substantial 
revision of an earlier version of this paper. 
1. Proof of Theorem A assuming Theorem B 
Remark. For q < m-3, LhfP,q na is only known to be an abelian monoid (under connected 
sum, see, e.g., [9, Proposition 2.31) and (Y is a homomorphism of monoids. However, 
since 0 changes sign when a link map is‘composed with a reflection, the image of Q is 
known to be a group. We will use these facts in what follows below. 
We will make use of the following two lemmas. (For convenience of the reader we 
include a proof of the first lemma.) 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose p # 3,7, p > 1. Then the following hold: 
(a> The Whitehead product, [Lo, L*] E 7~_ 1 (9') (where Lo E ~~(9) is the generator), 
has injinite order for p even and is of order two for p odd. 
(b) The double suspension homomorphism E2 : Q,SP + .rr2P+2SP+2 z $ is onto. 
Proof. Consider the exact EHP sequences (see [ 13, p. 5481 and [12, (2.11)1) 
%(5? 3 7r2p+l (sp+‘) 3 mp+l (s2p+‘) 4 7r+,(SP), 
7r2,+3(s2p+“) 4 r2p+l(sp+‘) 3 7r2,+2(sp+2) + 0. 
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Assume p is even. Since 7r2n+i (Sn+’ ) is a finite group (see, e.g., [ 13, X111(9.5)]), Hi 
is the trivial homomorphism and E2 = EzE1 : Q,SP -+ Q,+~SP+~ is onto. 
Assume P is odd. It is well known that Hi [bp+i, L~+I] = +2~2~+i (see for example 
[ 12, Proposition 2.71). Thus [++I, /++ 1 ] has infinite order. By Adams [1], for p # 1,3,7, 
the image of Hi consists of the even multiples of the generator. Thus, since Pi maps the 
generator of 7rzp+ 1(S 2pf1 ) to Lo, ~~1, this element has order 2 by exactness. Finally, the [ 
image of Hi equals the image of the composite Hi 0 P2, and a diagram chase establishes 
that E2 is onto. 
Lemma 1.2 (Koschorke [9, 2.151, see also Kervaire [7, Lemma 5.11). The invariant N 
satisfies E” = a: o e,, up to sign. Here e, : 7rP(S”-q-‘) -+ LMPTg is dejined by 
taking Sq to be the inclusion of the standurd q-sphere in S’“, and mapping S” into 
S” _ S4 z Sm-q---l 
Proof of Injectivity in Theorem A. It is enough to show that cy has trivial kernel (since 
a homomorphism of abelian monoids which has a trivial kernel and whose image is a 
group is injective). So suppose that a[f] = 0 for a link map f. By Theorem B, [f] has a 
representative which is embedded. Now apply the result [ 10, Theorem 6. l] of Massey and 
Rolfsen to conclude that [f] h IS omotopically trivial. (Actually the Massey-Rolfsen result 
does not apply for p = 2. One may argue as follows. Note that if fi (where f = fi u f2) 
is an embedding, then [f] is in the image of e, (see [9, Proposition 2.161). Thus since by 
hypothesis we are assuming that [f] has a representative which is embedded, [f] = e,(z) 
for some element 5 of 7r4(S2). Note that Em : .ir4(S2) t ni is an isomorphism (see [ 121). 
Thus by Lemma 1.2, cr[f] = 0 implies z = 0, and consequently f is homotopically trivial 
in this case as well.) 
Proof of Surjectivity in Theorem A. We know (by Lemma 1.1(b)) that E” : ~Q~(SP) -_j 
$ is surjective, if p # 3,7. Since E”” = (Y o e,, image(EO”) c image(a). Hence 
image(a) = rig if p # 3,7. 
2. The homotopy type of S’” - f(Sq) 
In this section we give a proof of the following result: 
Theorem 2.1. Let f : 5’4 t S” be a map in general position and e = m - q - 1 > 2. 
Then S” - f (5’4) has the homotopy type of a complex 
d 
Se U U e:” U (higher dimensional cells), 
i=l 
where the attaching map for each cell ef” is given by the Whitehead product 
[Le, Lel. 
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Here Le : Se -+ Se is the identity map and d is equal to the number of generators of 
H2q--m+’ (C,,,), where S c 54 is the singular set and C,ls is the mapping cone of 
fls : s + f(S). 
Remark. See the proof below for the precise definition of general position needed for 
the theorem. In the application in the next section, we will in fact make use only of the 
case where f is a generic immersion without triple points, in which case d is less than or 
equal to be the number of components of the double point manifold D = {Z E f(Sq) / 
card(f-‘(2)) = 2). 
Proof. We will construct a map from a complex K (having the homotopy type of Se u 
(Jt=, efe) to 5”” - f(Sq), w lc 1s an isomorphism on homology in dimension e and h’ h 
a surjection on homology in dimension 2e. Since q < m - 3, S” - f(9) is simply 
connected and hence by the Hurewicz Theorem, the above map is 2Lconnected. This 
establishes the theorem. 
Let S be the singular set of the map f (so that f is an embedding on Sq - S and 
f(S’J - S) n f(S) = 8). By a map in general position (see [2, Lemma 4.11 for a proof 
that such maps exist nearby) we mean that the set S is a union 5’0 U 0, where Sc is a 
subcomplex of S of dimension < 2q - m, f(So) n f(o) = 0 and in a neighbourhood of 
0, f is an immersion without triple points transversely intersecting itself in D = f(o). 
Note that D is a manifold and 6 + D is a 2 to 1 cover. 
For each component Dj of D, choose a point x~j E Dj and coordinates near x~j, so 
that f(S’J) looks like 
Rn-q x IW2q-m x 0” () x Jpq-m x Rm-4 c Rm = &fm-q x lr&2q-rn x RTn-q, 
Let Tj denote the torus S’-q-’ x 0 x Sm-q-‘. Th e complex K is obtained from the 
disjoint union of the tori Tj by choosing arcs from the basepoint of each Tj to a given 
basepoint, and by adding cells of dimension m - q identifying the various Sm-q-’ to 
a fixed one. This can be done since, in S” - f(9), these spheres are all homotopic. 
Now P-q-’ is Alexander dual to the fundamental class of Sq and K + Sm - f(P) 
induces an isomorphism on He, 
It remains to see that the fundamental classes of the tori, which generate Hze(K), also 
generate Hle ( STn - f(9)). But by Alexander duality it is enough to see that their dual 
classes generate H *q-m+‘(C), where C denotes the mapping cone of fls : S + f(S). 
This follows since f(Sq) has the homotopy type of Sq V C. (This can be seen by 
considering the mapping cylinder, of the map of S’J to its image, which collapses to the 
union, along S, of 9 and the mapping cylinder of the map of S to its image. Then since 
the inclusion of S in Sq is null homotopic, this deforms to Sq V C.) 
Let Ca denote the mapping cone of fls,, : SO + f(Sa). Now the inequality dim(Co) < 
2q - m + 1 implies that the map H2q--m+‘(C, CO) -+ H2q-‘“+‘(C) is surjective. 
H2qPm+ (C, CO) has one generator for each component of D. Now under duality, the 
tori correspond to the images of these generators. To see this, one constructs a map h 
say, from C to f(Sq) ( corresponding to the inclusion in 5’” V C) with the property that 
h(C) n ‘wp = ll%; x 0 x R2cl-7n x 0 u 0 x lR2q--m x IR: x 0, 
which in ‘WT is clearly dual to TJ. (To do this, construct the null homotopy of the 
inclusion of S in S’J by first moving S off itself near the preimages Zj, 2; E E of 
xj E D and then choosing a null homotopy of S in Sq missing these points.) 
3. Proof of Theorem B 
Lemma 3.1. After a homotopy of Sy in the complement of Sy, we may assume that 
X =-image(+) IS a 2p-dimensional polyhedron, and the map $’ + X has singulari- 
ties D, which form a (p - 1 )-d’ lmensional manifold and are mapped as a 2-fold covering 
to their image D. Moreovec we may assume that 5 is connected, if p > 2, and if p = 2 
that D is connected. 
Proof. All but the last statement can be verified if the map SF + lR’P+’ is a general 
position immersion, which can be assumed via immersion theory. The Whitney trick 
(cf. [5] or [2, Lemma 4.21) can be used to connect the double points, if p > 2, and their 
image if p = 2. 
Lemma 3.2. Let X denote the line bundle associated to the double covering 6 + D. The 
totul space X is an orientable p-dimensional manifold if p is even, and is non-orientable 
if p is odd and D is connected. 
Proof. Note that the normal bundle fi in S2P is oriented since it is the restriction of 
the normal bundle of S2” in S- ‘P+’ Thus 6 is always orientable. Let xl and ~2 E 5 . 
be the preimages of z E D. Note that the normal bundle N, of D in Sj”+’ at z is 
the sum of the normal bundles N,, of 5 in S2P at xi. Consequently an orientation of 
N,, determines one of N,, given an ordering of the xi. If the dimension of N,, is even 
(p odd), this is independent of the ordering, whereas if the dimension of N,, is odd (p 
even), this depends on the ordering. Consequently, the 2122 action on 6 is orientation 
preserving (and D is orientable) if p is odd, and orientation reversing if p is even (D is 
nonorientable if fi is connected). Now consider D as the zero-section of X. Note that the 
tangent bundle of X as a p-dimensional manifold at u: E D is the sum of the line X, and 
the tangent bundle of D at 2. Since an ordering of the zi yields an orientation of X,, 
an ordering of the zi gives an orientation of the tangent bundle of X as a p-dimensional 
manifold. This is independent of the ordering, if p is even, and depends on the ordering, 
if p is odd. So the lemma follows. 
Proposition 3.3. Let f : Sy U ST + S’*+’ be a link map, p # 3,7, p > 1, and 
suppose that f Iszp is a general position immersion with D connected, if p is even, and 
I 
5 connected, if p is odd. Let SP be a small linking sphere over a regulur point of the 
image of f(Sy). Then ~(9’) + ~Q(S~“+’ - f(Sy)) is surjective. 
Proof. We first compute Hzp(S3”+’ - f(Sy)). Let X denote the line bundle associated 
to the double covering 5 -+ D. Then f(Sy) has the homotopy type of S*P VTX, where 
TX denotes the Thorn space of X. 
Assuming D is connected, if p is even, and in addition that r> is connected, if p is 
odd, it follows that HP(TX) is isomorphic to Z, if p is even, and is isomorphic to Z/22, 
if p is odd. By Alexander duality we have that H2p(S”P+’ - f(Sy)) is isomorphic to 
Z, if p is even, and is isomorphic to 2/22 if p is odd. By Theorem 2.1 we know that 
sJp+’ - f(S:p) N sp u e2PU cells of higher dimension, with the 2p-cell attached via the 
Whitehead product. 
Suppose p is even. We set K = S’ U e*P. Then there is a 2p-connected map 
f:K t s’p+’ - f(Sy). Moreover, in view of the fact that [L, L] has infinite or- 
der (see Lemma 1.1(a)), it follows from the long exact sequence in homotopy that 
7rlp(S”) + ~Q~(K) is surjective (since by homotopy excision, see for example [13, 
Theorem VII(7.12)], ~Q,(K,SP) ” x~~(S~P) ” Z and h ence 7rzp(K, 9) + 7~2~--] (SP) 
is injective). 
Suppose p is odd. Set Ko = SP U e*P and consider the exact sequence 
H2p+I ( SYp+’ - f(S:“),Ko) -+ H2,(Ko) -+ Hz~(@~+ - f(Sy)) t 0, 
where H+(Ko) zz Z and H2p(S3P+’ - f(Sy)) ” z/22. Now note that since 
7Qp+, (A++ - f(s:“h Ko) g Hz~+I (S3’+’ - f($“), Ko), 
there exists an element IL’ E 7rzp+’ (S3P+’ - f(SF), Ko) which is sent to the generator 
of the kernel of the map Hz,(Ko) + H2p(S3P+’ - f(Sy)). Attaching a (2p + I)- 
cell to KO along az E 7rzp(Ko), we obtain an extension of KO + S3p+’ - f(S*p) to 
K = Ko U e2p+’ using 2. It follows that K + S’P+’ - f(S2P) is 2p-connected, and that 
in addition Hzp(K) + Hzp(S- Jp+' _ f(S"P)) IS an isomorphism. If p # 3,7, it follows 
from the long exact homotopy sequence that ~~(9’) -+ rzP(K) is onto, since [L, L] has 
order 2 (see Lemma 1.1(a)). 
Proof of Theorem B. By Proposition 3.3, we may assume that the link map factors 
through a link map SF u 5’7’ + 5”~‘“. We may assume that the map S” --f S3P+’ is 
the standard embedding, and hence s”P+’ - SP 2 S*” x IRP+'. But any map f : S2P + 
S2P x IF?+' is homotopic to an embedding. (In order to see this, represent the elements 
by connected sums of embeddings with images S2P x *.) Hence we may assume that 
Sy is embedded. We have (by Zeeman [ 141) that 
S”“f ’ _ $P" SP x &pP", 
Finally, the map Sy + SP x iR*P+' is homotopic to an embedding. (Simply homotope 
the second component map into the standard embedding.) 
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